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**Character Creation [Tips]** Note: You can create a new character by selecting the "Create a new character" option. - When choosing your race, you can select an elemental power from each category. If you select "None", it will be set to "Elemental Power 0". - When selecting an
elemental power, you can optionally chose a specialization from each of the five categories. - When choosing a character class, you can select one of the six classes (see below). You can also select "None" to make the character with a class. - When choosing the strength of your character,
there are four options, with "Standard" being the default. - When choosing the intelligence of your character, there are two options, "Normal" and "Intelligent". - When choosing a weapon/armor class, you can select one of the four available classes (see below). - When choosing a magic
class, you can select one of the five available classes (see below). - When creating a character, there are sixteen unique classes that appear on the character creation screen (see below). Once created, you can change them, but you will not be able to change them again.

Features Key:
Patreon
Steam Store and GOG.com
MENU SYSTEM SUPPORTED FROM DAY ONE
The Elder Scrolls Online uses the same menu system as in Skyrim which makes it easier for players to learn.
NO FOREIGN LANGUAGE IS USED
A TIMELY DESIGN - SIMPLE AND PURPOSEFUL
We have committed ourselves to maintaining a playable universe at any time.
INNOVATIVE METAGENERATION EQUIPMENT
MOBILE ENGINES - ELEVATE YOUR GAME
PURPOSEFUL SUSTAINED UPDATES
A sequel to the award-winning Elder Scrolls Online, this online action-RPG draws from the rich lore and history of the Elder Scrolls series by Bethesda.
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